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It is shbwn that the electron‑electron interaction has a little effect on the
magneto‑optical rotation, that is, the Frenkel exciton, hardly contribute to the
Faraday effect. Furthermore, it means that the anomalous magneto‑optical disper‑
sion at a helix‑coil transition hardly occurs, being different from the result of natural

optical rotation. The magneto‑optical rotatory power is presented in the case of the
Faraday and the Voigt configurations by making use of approximations as far as the
electron‑electron interaction is negligibly small.

l. Introductien
The natural optical rotation and the Faraday effect (or magneto‑optical rotatiOn)
are very sirnilar phenomena and there are, on the other hand, essentially different

features between them. In the previous papers,it2) a genera} theory of the Faraday
effect oR the basis of the linear response theory for an external electromagnetic field

is developed. By making use of this theory the natural optical rotation and the
Faraday effect can be discussed from the same theoretical point of view. The genaral
expressions for the Faraday rotation3'̀) hitherto obtained, however, are rather compli‑

cated in comparison with those for the natural optical rotation and it seems tkat the
calculation for an actual molecule is very difficult, even by using approximations.

A helix‑coil transition of polymers causes an anomalous dispersion in the natural
optical rotation. Moffitt5) has theoretically investigated this phenomenon by making
use of the Frenkel exciton model for polymers. In the case of the Faraday effect, any
similar studies have not been done yet.
In the present paper, we inve.stigate the effects of the electron‑electron interaction

on the Faraday rotation in a polymer.

In sec. 2 it is proved by an approximate momentum conservation of the system
that in the case of the Faraday effect the anomalous dispersion hardly occurs at the
helix‑coil transition in contrast with the case of the Moffitt theory in the natural
optical rotation. In order to derive this conclusion, it is not necessary for us to have
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the knowldge of the magneto‑optical rotatory power of monomers composing a
polyrner. In sec. 3 the total Hami･ltonian of the system is presented in the general form.

In sec. 4 we obtain a chain of the equations for coupled Green functions of various
types. It has been proved that the electron‑electron interaction has a little contribution
to the Faraday rotation. In sec. 5, in order to investigate the magneto‑optical rotatory

dispersion we calculate the response function by using approximations in the cases of

the Faraday and the Voigt configurations. Section 6 is devoted to sammary and
discussion.

2. Formulation of the Faraday Rotation
In the previous paper,"2> a general formula for the Faraday effect was derived by
the same method as that for the natural optical rotation, using the linear response

theory.6) The formula for the Faraday effect is represented by a response fuRction
between total electric current and electric dipole moment operators of the system.
Let us take the direction of the propagation of an incident monochromatic light of

the angular frequency w to be parallel to the z‑axis in medium. Since the Faraday
effect is caused by the zeroth‑order term in the wave‑number of light, the Faraday
rotational angle di (to) of the plane of polarized light per unit path length' is represent‑

ed in the form2)

ip((v) : vt,2n.'g(,,) ,[I:dt e‑itut o(t)<[.fK,(t), y.(o)]>, (i)
where no(to) is the refractive index in the absence of a constant magRetic field and
f(t) and #(t) are the operators for the total electric current and the totai electric

dipole moment at time t, respectively. The triangular brackets denote the canonical

ensemble average under the total Hamiltonian. The syinbol 0(t) is defined by

o(t)‑(s Ig:ig,
where V is the volume of the system and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

The Faraday rotational angle di(w) can be expressed in terms of the Fourier
component of a Green function :

Gxy(ca)=,(I:dt e‑ltù Gxy(t), ' (2)
where

Gxy(t)w‑‑li‑ 0(t)<[.g :(t), pty(O)]>. (3)
* The sense of rotation is defined so that positive di corresponds to counterclockwise rotation as
seen by an observer against the z direction of propagation of the incident light.
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Substitution of eqs. (2) and (3) into eq. (1) leads to

ip(w) "= ‑

Gxy(to)‑ (4)

2rr

Vtrno(ev)

The system under consideration is a polymer composed of similar monomers in the
presence of a constant magnetic field H. The x component of the total electric current

operator and the y component of the total electric dipole moment operator at time t

are given by

k( t) =:‑Sll'; >;.l(Pxin(t)'{i‑ Ax( rin(t))) (s)
and

pty(t)
‑‑ X: uy(rin(t)), (6)
ni
respectively, where e is the charge of an electron, m the mass of the electron, n. and

pi. the co‑ordinate and the momeRtum of the ith electron in the nth monemer in the
polymer, respectively, and A(n,) is the vector potential satisfyiRg ￡he equation

3. Hamiltonian
The total Hamiltonian M of the system is expressed as
M == ¥¥. (21m (pin ‑gA(rin))2 + vn(rin)l + ‑l}‑ ¥pu, ?, vA(rin‑ i:)･n)

{itJ')

‑inv wwllew ll] ;; ¥. Iii,]l I';im(rin ww rjm)+ ]lll];¥. vm(rin), (s)

<nijm) (n*m)
where vn(rin) is the interaction between the ith electron in the nth monomer and the
nucleus in the nth monomer, vA(ri.‑ ny･.) the interaction between the ith and the ith
electrons iR the same nth monorner and Vhm(ri.‑ ):j･.) is the interaction between the

ith electron in the nth monomer and the ith electron in the mth monorner. The last
term v.(ri.) on the right‑hand side of eq. (8) denotes the interaction between the ith

electron in the nth monomer and the nucleus in the mth menomer.

4. Green Functions
Let us a be an angle betweeR the directions of the constant magnetic field H and
the z‑axis. We may assume without loss of generality that the x, y and z components
of the constant magnetic field H are Hsina, O and Hcosa, respectively. In calculating
the Green function G ,.(t), we take the time derivative of eq. (3) and can obtain the

equatlon
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‑‑!?.‑dGdxy,(t)‑‑‑ill‑o(t)<[[2g,(t),if],pt,(o)]>. ' (g)
By making use of the expression for Hamiltonian (8) and eq. (7),
[A( t), M] ‑ ‑ k e (f(t) × H). + ‑e‑ 2Z(p.in vn( rin(t)))

1mc m, ni

+‑{Z‑ Z22 (Pxin vm(rin(t)))･ (10)

Mnmi
(nsm)

Under the assumption that the interaction v.(ri.) (n #m) between the electron in a
monomer and the nucleus in the other monomer is negligibly small in comparison with
the interaction vn(rin) between the electron in a monomer and the nucleus in the same
monomer, the lastterm on the right‑hand side of eq. (10) can be neglected and eq. (9)

reduces to

‑li.l‑ dGd,cy,(t) =:‑hgizG.(t)+‑jS} Gb(t), ･ (11)
'
where (vg : eHcosa/mc, G,.(t) and a new Green function Gb(t) are given by

G.(t)‑‑‑#o(t)<[A(t),
‑. pt,(e)]> ' a2)
'

'

and

‑ tt ttt

Gky(t) =:m‑iil‑ 0(t)<[ ll2i.] (Pxin vn(rin(t))), pty(O)]>. (13)
'

If we take the time derivative of G,.(t) on the right‑hand side of eq. (12) in order

to obtain G..(t), it appears Green functions defined by

'

.
Gay(t)me‑‑illuO(t)<[A(t),
pty(O)]> , , (14)
tt tt

and

Gb(t) == ‑tO(t)<[ l]:i.](Pyin vn(rin(t))), pty(O)]> ' (15)
and we obtain an equation for G,.(t)

' " G.(t)+‑ISIi‑ G",(t), (i6)
.ww ‑i?.‑ dGdev,(t) =‑l.l tl) ;2 s(t)+ fa,l" G.,(t)‑ h?.
'

where N is the number of electrons in the system and tox : eHsiRcr/mc. Similarly, the

equation for Green function Gb(t) is derived in the form

‑4. dGdev,(t) ‑= h[xa.(t)+‑i$}Gb(t), (i7)
'
where

‑t

'
Gb(t) "== ‑‑21‑0(t)<[ ]]2i.](Pzin vn(rin(t))),
pty(O)]>･ (18)
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Furthermore, by differentiating eqs. (13), (15) aRd (l8) with respect to time t, the
following equations for GL.(t) (v=x, y, z) are found to be

' (y == x, y, z) (i9)
‑‑1?.‑dGiiyt(t) =‑ 2i. Gb'(t)‑‑l;‑Gzl(t),
where
GZI(t) = ‑ ‑ill‑ 0(t) <[;ll] ¥. :ii] (Pgin ppin pvin vn(rin(t))), pty(O)]> (2e)

and
GZ?(t)= ww ‑il7 e(t)<[ ]¥ ](pptmpvm vn(r,n(t))) .fS.(t),g,(O)l>. (21)
In this way, if we take the series of the time derivative for these Green functions, we
obtain the coupled equations for the Green functions of various types. Since the terms

(Pvin vn(rin(t))) (v = x, y, z) in eqs. (13), (15) and (18), however, are commutab}e
with the parts of the electron‑electron interactions vA(rin‑ }'jn) and Xim(rin‑ i:)･m) in

the HamiltonianMgiven by eq. (8), all the equations (i.e. eqs. (11), (16), (17), (19))
for the Green functions obtained in this way do not involve the Green functions for "the

electron‑eiectroR iRteraction and the electric dipole momene" response.
If we take an assumption that Green functions GS'(t), Gfu'(t), G$'(t), GS'(t),

Gee(t) and G$'(t) are represented in terms of the Green fuRctions G.,(t), G.(t),
Gev(t), Gb(t), Gb(t) and Gb(t), the Green function GL,.(t) is the same solution that
we obtain in the case of no electron‑electron interaction in the Hamiltonian (8) of the

system in the presence of the constant magnetic field H. Therefore, there is only the
intrinsic optical rotation in the case of the Faraday effect.

In order to obtain the exact solution Gxy(t) of the coupled equation for the Green
functions, it is necessary for us to find the equations for G3S(t) and Gin'(t) (v=x,y,z)

defined by eqs. (20) and (21), respectively. By differentiatlng eqs. (2e) and (21) with
respect to time t, the equations for the Green functions G3S(t) and G3;(t) are derived

being accompanied with the Rew type Green functions. The equation for G3b(t)
becomes

‑4. dGivyitt =‑ i. Ggy(t)‑‑l;‑Ggy(t), (y‑x, y, z) (22)
where
Ggl'(t) = ‑ ‑ill‑ 0(t) <[:lil ¥, l]il,l (Ppin PAin Ps'in P"'in Puin vn(rin(t))), pty(O)]>, (23)

‑.
G￡S2(t) =" ww ffjl‑0(t)<[:IF¥.
{l];;,l(P"inP"'inPA'inPvin vn(rin(t))) oSILin(t),pty(O)]> (24)
and the equation for GZg(t) can be expressed as

h dGZe(t) Lh e2

MT' dt rm T' ‑M<;pu. (PyinPuin Vn(rin))>6(t>

' G;;4(t) + 21. GgZ5(t), (25)
‑tG9ki(t) ‑ Gg 2(t) +‑li:} Gg 3(t) + 2e.
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where
Gfili(t) xe rv illrm 0(t) <[:ll] ]2i.]pu ]Il,l (P"in P"'in Puin vn(rin(t))) d(tin(t) d41'in(t), pty(O)]>,

(26)
G2;2(t) == ‑ miiint e(t)<[:l;]21.] ( 21m Z, (ppinp"inpin puin vn(rin(t)))

‑}" hica × (pin puin vn(rin(t)))] " atifn(t), pty(e)]>, (27)

Ggg3(t) =: ‑ ‑21‑ e(t) <[¥>i.] :II] (p"i. puin vn(rin(t))) (ppin vn( rin(t))), uy(O)]>, (28)

Ggk̀(t) : ‑ ‑illnt e(t)<[:lll]X/l...Iltl, ¥{(Pptin Pvin vn(rin(t))) ‑ (Pte'nPve'n vn(n'n(t)))}

×(Pginvh(rin(t)‑rr,･n(t))), uy(e)]>, (2g)
GE95(t) = ‑ t 0(t) <[:ll] :IIII ]2i.] ;.]¥ { (Pptin Puin vn( rin(t))) ‑ (P,o'n Pto'n vn( r:,'n(t)))}

{rl*M) '

× (P"in L';i.(rin(t) ‑ rj.(t))), ALy(e)]>, (3e)
here a quantity to in eq. (27) denotes a vector whose components are eHsina/mc, O,
eHcosa/nzc, respectively, and use has been rnade of the relations between the coRstant

magnetic field H and the vector potential A given by

Ax=‑‑{Iy cosa, ･ (3i)
ff
Ay
== ‑i2‑(x cosev‑zsina), ･ (32)

Az === ‑{Iy sina. . (33)

'

It should be Roted that the electron‑electron interactions appear for the first time
only in GDk̀(t) and Gpt'5(t) on the right‑hand side of eq. (25), which are defined by eqs.

(29) and (30) with terms of the form (p"i.v￡(rin‑Jl)‑n)) and (P"inXtm(rin‑i:)･m)),
respectively. It seems to us that the electron‑electron interaction has a little effect on

the Faraday effect as compared with that exerted by the interactions between the

electron and the nucleus in a monomer. Furthermore, the terms related to the
electron‑electron interaction as seen in eqs. (29) and (30) are of the form multiplied by
(PginPuinvn(rin))pm(PgJ･nPuj･nvn(ni･n))･ It states that the effects of the electron‑electron

interaction depend on the curvatures of the potential from uncleus.
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5. Effects of the Intermonemeric IRteraction
In the present section, the contribution of the electron‑electron interaction to the

Faraday effect is investigated. It is necessary for us to obtain the Green function
Gxy(t) by solving the coupled equations for the Green functions of various types. In
order to solve these simultaneous equations, the equations for G;li(t), Gib'2(t), G%'i(t),

Ge?2(t), G;l3(t), G91̀(t), Gb'5(t) (v : x,y,z) are necessary for us and those equations

yield many Green functions of new types. Thus, such a successive calculation reaches
the sirnultaneou.s equations of the form as an infinite chain of coupled equations. To
investigate the effects of the electron‑electron interaction, the calculations to solve the

coupled equations are made using the approximation by the decoupling method. For
approximaee calculations the formula for the Faraday rotational angle ought to be of
the form, instead of eq. (l),

ip(ca)= vbhtr,(.) JI:dte‑itòo(t){<[A(t), pt,(o)]>‑<[A(t),pt.(o)]>} (34)
because of the loss of the antisymmeery property under interchange of x with y by
acceptance of the approximations.
As far as we confine ourselves to treat no electron‑electron interaction, which has
a little effect shown in the preceding section, we can obtain the approximate solution

by no use of eqs. (29) and (3e). Thus, to investigate the magneto‑optical rotatory
dispersion we calculate the Green function G..(t) by the approximations to simplify
the complicated Green functions iR the cases of the Faraday and Voigt configarations.
5. 1. 71Pze case of the direction of the incicient light to be Pamllel to the conshant
mcrgnetic field (,Ftzmduy conligumtion)
As the constant magnetic field is parallel to the z‑axis (i.e. a= O), w.=: w. :O and

to.= eH/mc. The simultaneous equations for the system under consideration are of the

form

‑4. dGdxy,(t)‑‑h9.zG.(t)+‑iSl;Gb(t), (3s)
‑‑l.l dClll,(̀) ‑‑i?.‑ iV.e2 6(t)+ h9."G,,,(t)+‑iSli‑ Gb(t), (36)

'

‑4. dGdxiy,(t)‑‑2'. Gly'(t)‑‑l;‑Gk'(t), (37)
‑Jli.l‑ dGdew',(̀) ‑=‑2i. ec"(t) ww ‑l}H GS'(t), (38)
where

G.,( t)‑‑ Si‑ e( t) <[ .,L(t), pt,(e)]>, (39)
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GLy(t) w‑ ‑h‑ 0( t) <[ :ll]¥(Pvtn vn( rtn(t))), pty(O)]>, (40)
G31(t) =: ‑ ‑ill‑ 0(t) <[]l ]¥:i] (PAtn P"zn Pvm vn(rm(t))), Liy(O)]>, (41)

GZ9(t) =: ‑ ‑ill‑ 0(t) <[:ll]¥ (Pxtn Putn vn(rzn(t))) o!K tn(t), pty(O)]>,

im #0(t) <[:l; >i] (Pyzn Puin Vn( rm(t))).ff)tn(t), uy(e)]>. (42)
(pt, u ‑ww x, y, z)
If we assume that GZI(t) and G3k(t) are expressed in terms of G..(t) and Gb(t),
we can obtain G.,(t) by solving the simultaneous equations given by eqs. (35)‑(38),
Then, we approximate the Green functions GZI(t) and GZ?(t) defined by eqs. (41) and
(42) to the form

Gts'(t)
:<]:IIPpinP"in>Gby(t) (43)
pt
and
G31(t) "' <(Pxin Puin vn(rin))>Gwy(t) + <(Pyin Puin vn(rin))> Glty(t), (44)

(pt, u = x, y, z)
respectively. Under these assumptions the rotational angle di(w), which represents
the magneto‑optical rotatory dispersion, can be written as

(h.‑ <2P￡> )2
ip(w)

2itArh2e3ff

vin2c2n,(to) {(,.‑lph>)2.(<:k.v>+<gZ.V>‑‑t(<,Ph>

, (45)
)2))2

‑ (( <;2xmV> ‑ <:emvZ)2 +(<px￡y v> )2}

where
<p2> ==: <Z P"in 2t)"in>,

"

(46)

<P2u v> ": <(Puin Puin vn(rin))>,

(47)

<Px Py V> == <(Pxin Pyin Vn(rin))>･

(48)

5. 2. CZII2e cczse of the di7ection of the incident lignt to be Pe7Pendicular

to the constant

magnetic field ( Vbigt conLliguvation)
As the constant magnetic field is parallel to the K‑axis (i.e. cr = ‑l})

cay = (uz = O. The simultaneous equations are of the form

, tox :eH/mc,
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h dGrv(t) e

‑T･ dt ‑‑thGb(t)･ (4g)

.4. dGdewt(t) .., Jli.l iV.ki2 s(t)‑ hixG.(t)+‑;li; G",(t), (so)

‑II.l‑ dGdev,( t) ‑h?. x G,.(t)+‑ill‑ Gb(t), (si)

h dGb(t) 1
‑T'
dt ==‑2mGk'(t)'‑E'Gk'(t)' (s2)
1

h dG"y(t) 1

1

h dGb(t) i

1

wwT' dt =‑2m es(t)‑‑E‑G;lll(t)' (s3)

‑T･ dt ==‑2. G$'(t)‑‑E‑GS'(t), (s4)
where G..(t), GL.(t), GZY(t) (v=x, y, 2) are defined by eqs. (39), (4e), (41), respec‑
tively, and GZ?(t) is now defined by

i 0(t) <[:l; ¥. III (PAin Puin vn(rin(t)))afflin(t), pty(O)]>･ (55)
Gel'(t) = ‑ ‑E'
(pt, y== x, y, z)
We now assume by the similar fashion in the case of the Faraday configuration
that G35(t) is expressed as eq. (43) and Gb'(t) is now of the form

Gfa'(t) 'Z<(P"inPvin Vn(rin))> G"y(t)･ (56)
"

The calculatioRs of eqs. (49)‑(54) under these approximations lead to the rotational
angle ip (to) which is slightly more complicated in comparison with that in the case of
the Faraday configuration, that is

2nNh2e3H K(htu‑ <2Pi> )2
ip(ca) Vin2c2no(w) (h. ww <4pili> )6+A(h.‑ <4pl> )4÷B(h.‑ <4pii> )2+c' (57)

where
<Pz Px v>

K==

m

'

A‑ ‑3( <4Pa> )2+ <PhV> ,

(58)

(59)
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B‑3( <4P:> )̀‑2( <4P:>

)2 <p2 V>

m
‑ (( <Py Px v>

)2.(

<Pz Px v>

m

<p2V>
(
+‑

1
3

)2.(

)2

m

<Px Py v> )2),

m

(60)

m

C‑‑ (4m?+k4m? m

<p2> N6 1<p2> N, <p2 v>

<4Ph> )2 (rmirm ( <phv> )2 ma (( <p,k,> ), +( <p zPx

V> )2+( <P xPy v>

m

m

(m

)2))

‑(

<p,+2P. v> <Pz Px v> <Px Py V>
1 <p2 v> )3

1 <p2 v> (( <Py Pz v>

‑i m

m

m

)2+(<P zPx v>

m

m
)2+( <P xPy v>

m

m

)2)

÷‑
27

(61)

and use has been made of

11

<P2x v> == <PZ v> = <PZ v> = ‑ ii‑'<P2 v> =' ‑‑gur <¥ (PAm Pptzn vn(rtn))>･

(62)

6. Summary and Biscussion
It has been seen that the Frenkel exciton, which originates in the electron‑electron
interaction, has a little effect on the Faraday rotation. If we calculate. tke Faraday
rotation by using the conventional formula,3'̀) instead of our general one, it seems to
be very diflf}cult to prove that the Frenkel exciton has a little eiifect on the Faraday
rotation. The validity of our results is clear by the reason that eq. (1) is given by the
response functions of the total currents and the total electric dipole moments. It is an

unexpected result that the Frenkel exciton has a little effect on the Faraday rotation

in contrast with playing the essential role of the Frenkel excitoR for the anomalous
djspersion in the natural optical rotation.

In the present paper, we have neglected the electron‑phonon interaction and the
interaction between the electron in a monomer and the nucleus in the other monomer
as it has been seen in eq. (11). These effects have been neglected in Moflitt's work5)
on the anomalous dispersion at the helix‑coil transition in the natural optical rotatien.

IR the case of the helical homopolymers composed of the DNA‑bases, it seems that
the Frenkel exciton model is accepted. Although the theoretical result by Deutsche')
has shown thatthe anomalous dispersion is not observed in the helical polymer which
is exposed to the light travelling parallel to the helical axis, his result is not experimen‑

tally confirmed as far as we know.S)
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Although our results seem to be trivial, it is very important that the results are
exact in regard to the intermonomeric interaction in the polymer. If we write eq. (1)

using the representation in which the total Hamiltonian of the system is diagonalized
and if we calculate it by the first order perturbation with respect to the intermonomeric

interaction, we may obtain the term corresponding to that of the anomalous dispersion
in Ratural optical rotation, in particular, in the case of the helical polymer oriented
perpendicular to the direction of the propagation of light. The formulae for anomalous
dispersion given theoretically by Moff}tt5> are calculated by means of a perturbation of

the intermonomeric interaction.

0ne of the important differences between the Faraday effect and the natural
optical rotation is that the former is caused by the zeroth‑order term in the wave‑
number q of light, whereas the latter by the first‑order term in q. If we take account

of the first order in q, the formula for the natural optical rotation a}so will be

expressed by the response functions of the total currents and any other physical
quantities (for example, magnetic moments or electric quadrupole moments).9) More
presisely speaking, we suspect that the differeRces of our result in ￡he Faraday effect
and Moflitt's one in the natural optical rotation do not originate in the difference of q

dependence on two phenonena as far as the anomalous dispersion is discussed.
Finally, the expressions for magneto‑optical rotatory dispersion are presented by

making use of the approximations, in the case of the Faraday and the Voigt
configurations, when the effects of the electron‑electron interaction are negligibly
small. These approximations that the complicated Green functions are replaced by the
simple one are somewhat ambiguous, because there is no first principle of the decou‑
pling method for the Green functions. The expressions for the magneto‑optical rota‑

tory dispersion obtained by these approximations, however, can be considered to be
reasonable.
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